March 1, 2018

Detour Announcement: Girvin Road at Atlantic Boulevard Intersection

What: JTA will install two (2) storm drain crossings on Girvin Road to support and facilitate drainage as part of the JTA MobilityWorks Grivin Road Project. This work will require a section of Girvin Road to be closed near the intersection of Atlantic Boulevard. A detour will be in place to facilitate traffic through the Girvin Road corridor.

When: 10:00 PM to 5:00 AM starting Monday, March 5, 2018 and ending Friday, March 9, 2018.

Where: Girvin Road at Atlantic Boulevard Intersection.

Detour: Traffic that typically travels northbound on Girvin arriving from Atlantic Boulevard can take Hickory Creek Dr. North and make a right onto Abess Boulevard. From Abess Boulevard, traffic will then take a left onto Girvin to continue their path north.

Traffic that normally travels southbound on Girvin heading in the direction of Atlantic Boulevard can take a right onto Abess Boulevard followed by a left turn onto Hickory Creek Drive to access Atlantic Boulevard.

Variable Message Signs (VMS) will be used to provide motorists with advanced warning of the detour.

Advisory: The road closure will require a traffic detour and will likely result in delays. Motorists are advised to exercise caution while driving in the area.
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